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Activity 1

Art Activity
Lux and his fellow Light Hunters, Ester, Fera and Brace, have a big job to do, defending their world 
from Monsters. Brace has lots of drawings of them plastering his walls.

We know what some of them look like:
• the Monster spawn that attacks Maya is a shark-like creature with a spiked head and razor-sharp 
teeth and claws.
• the Cerberus they fight is as big as a house, has three heads and glowing red eyes.

Monster’s name: cerberus

Red eyes

Three heads
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create your own  monster
What do you think the other monsters look like? 

Draw and label your own monster in the box below. 
What is your monster called?  How big is it? 

What special features does it have?

Monster’s name: 
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Activity 2

Reading Activity:
Each member of Squad Juno has a specific role: Fera is the Conjurer, Brace is the Archer, Lux is the 
Healer and Ester is the Tech.
This is how Fera describes herself: “I’m a Conjuror. Queen of destruction. Ice, Bolt, Flame; you name it,
 I can do it.”

describe the light hunters 
Can you add more detail to her description of her powers?

What particular skills do the other three possess?

fera - conjurer

• Queen of destruction 
• Can conjur ice, lightening bolts and flames 
•
•
•

Brace - archer 

• 
• 
•
•
•
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Lux - healer 

• 
• 
•
•
•

ester - tech 

• 
• 
•
•
•

describe the  light hunters
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Activity 3
Imagine your own role

If you were a light hunter, what would your role be? What special skills would you possess?
Design a badge to symbolise your role, and then list your skills.

your light hunter name your role 
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your skills 

•

•

•

•

•

imagine your
own role 
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Activity 4

Artello,

Lux has progressed at a speed I could never have imagined. His power is 
unique. If what you said in your last letter is true, we cannot let Deimos 
get his hands on him. You must send someone to get him. I am no longer 
sure I can protect him.

Sincerely,
Ben Dowd.

Writing activity 
Here is the letter Lux’s grandfather wrote to Artello Nova.

What do you think Artello said to Ben in his last letter to prompt this reply?
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write a letter
Imagine you are Artello. 

Write your letter to Ben, including as much detail as you can.

Dear Ben,

How are you – and how is Lux?

Sincerely,
Artello Nova


